
James Moore: A George I Giltwood Secretaire Cabinet

England, circa 1720

Made for export to the Portuguese Royal Court, this magnificent gilt-gesso secretaire cabinet is arguably
one of the finest and most important surviving pieces of English furniture made in the eighteenth
century. The cabinet is attributed to the Royal cabinetmaker James Moore, who is most notably

remembered for his giltwood furniture, partially because a series of signed works exist in the royal
household from his most renowned commissions.  The incredible craftsmanship of this brilliantly

worked cabinet reflects the work of the finest artisans for what was almost certainly a noble or royal
patron.

The cabinet was originally made as a pair and was almost certainly destined for the Portuguese Court
during the reign of King Dom João V (r.1709-1750), perhaps for the king himself or one of his closest

courtiers.



A full essay and history is available upon request on this outstanding piece of furniture.

 
 

SOLD

An exceptional and highly important George I giltwood secretaire cabinet attributed to the Royal
cabinetmaker, James Moore the Elder (c.1670-d.1726). The gilt surface carved and decorated

throughout with strap-work and foliage patterns, the sides and two doors of the upper part with
beveled mirror plates, the interiors of the doors in walnut opening to reveal a magnificent fitted interior
with pigeonholes below a central arched door surrounded by small drawers all beautifully veneered in

yew-wood below two adjustable bookshelves, the lower part comprising a fall front bureau, the top
opening and supported on lopers to reveal a further fitted interior with pigeonholes and drawers also

veneered with yew-wood and decorative inlaid stringing, with an inset silk velvet writing area and an
exceptional engraved brass lock-plate,  below which are two short and two graduated long drawers

with ring-pull handles and engraved decorative escutcheons, the sides with magnificent engraved
carrying handles, all raised on boldly carved paw feet. The whole piece decorated with the most

magnificent gilt gesso decoration.
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Height: 93.70 in (238 cm)
W idth: 47.24 in (120 cm)
Depth: 23.62 in (60 cm)
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